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Welcome 

Thank you for purchasing the MEAP for RavenDB in Action. Writing this book is a unique 
experience for me, and I’m happy to see it reach this stage where it is finally made public. 
Aside from seeing some fruits of the hard-work put in recent months, it is also a great 
opportunity for getting early, real feedback from the very audience this book is written for. 

This book is aimed mainly for C# developers who are tired of the awful mess that comes 
with database work, and are looking for a better, seamless way to persist data. While it is 
designed to teach RavenDB from scratch even to complete newbies, I’m working hard to 
make sure that experienced developers can benefit from the book as well, by incorporating 
lessons learned from user stories and RavenDB workshops and consultations. 

At this stage we already have chapters 1-3 written and available for you while I continue 
writing more chapters. We will make new content available as soon as we are happy with it; 
you should expect a rate of a new chapter every month.  

In chapter 1 we talk about data persistence a bit and introduce RavenDB and where it fits 
in the general picture. After teaching the building blocks of RavenDB every application needs 
to have, in chapter 2 we write a complete (though naïve) web application that uses RavenDB 
as its database. By the end of chapter 1 and 2 (which make up Part 1 of the book) you 
should be able to start using RavenDB yourself with confidence. 

In chapter 3 we talk about RavenDB indexes. In chapter 3 we explain what an index is, 
how it looks and how to use it, and in the next MEAP release chapter 4 will show the 
relationship between indexes and queries. 

Looking ahead, chapter 5 which concludes Part 2 of the book is going to discuss 
document-oriented modeling, or in other words – how to correctly model your data so it can 
take advantage of all of RavenDB’s capability, taking into account various possible scenarios. 

Part 3 of the book is named “Advanced RavenDB”, and each chapter in it is going to dive 
into a different advanced topic – full-text search, scaling out and production readiness, to 
name a few. 

I really hope you find this book useful. As you’re reading, I hope you’ll take advantage of 
the Author Online forum. I’ll be reading your comments and responding; your feedback is 
helpful in the development process.  

  
Itamar Syn-Hershko 
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1 
A 2nd generation document 

database 

 

Data persistence is at the heart of every technology project. Whether it’s to remember users 
and their preferences, gather statistics and numbers for later crunching, sell products out of 
a catalogue, save logs or count Facebook “likes” – data has to be stored one way or the 
other. While data can be safely stored on tapes as well, most of the time we need it 
accessible for quick retrieval to display it, or further processing, and to do that we need the 
ability to query. 

For several decades now relational databases, or SQL databases, were used to store data 
in a retrievable way, and they still are. They are reliable, and quite easy to get data out of 
when needed, and that is how they became the industry standard for data persistence. 

But they aren’t the perfect solution. As the world progresses, the amounts of data that 
have to be dealt with grow and can reach massive scales. It is then when the very design of 
relational databases breaks, and we are left with a choice: we can either spend a lot of effort 
coming up with workarounds, or we can look for alternative solutions. 
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RavenDB is an evolving database technology written in .NET, a non-relational one which 
aims at providing a reliable storage engine that scales well, and fits the shape of data used in 
modern applications. It is also a very opinionated piece of software which will do quite a lot 
to help you code better and faster, and prevent you from shooting yourself in the foot. 

While there are several alternatives to relational databases, RavenDB has some unique 
design decisions built into it. Those design decisions are about maximizing productivity and 
efficiency of data retrieval, and are the reason why RavenDB prides itself in being a second 
generation document database. We are going to learn about some of them later in the 
chapter, and the rest of them we will get to know throughout the book. 

While the main RavenDB API is actually a REST API, this book focuses on usage through 
the .NET Client API, which is shipped with the server itself. We will write a lot of C# code and 
not see much of HTTP, even though there’s much of it going on under the hood. The samples 
in this book were written with Visual Studio 2012 and .NET 4.0. This book assumes C# and 
LINQ knowledge, and makes heavy use of C# Lambda expressions. 

We start this chapter with a short overview of the current state of the database world, 
and where RavenDB fits in it. Shortly after that, and after introducing a few important core 
concepts, we dive right in and start writing our first RavenDB-backed software. 

1.1 The Database Chronicles 
Even today, 40 years after they have been first invented, relational databases are still the 
first choice for data persistence in every new project. It is the safest bet any project 
manager can make: it is highly tested software with great tooling, all developers know how 
to work with it, and no work is required to convince management it can be trusted. 
Everybody wins. 

Or do they? 
As we are about to see, the very design of relational databases makes them unsuitable 

for most modern applications, where non-relational database alternatives are going to do a 
much better job. 

1.1.1 Relational databases and the modern world 
Take the following famous website for example. What would it take to build it on top of SQL 
Server? 
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Figure 1.1: The homepage of the famous StackOverflow website. It is known to be built on SQL Server – 
can you guesstimate the number of tables and queries involved in generating this page? 

A simple relational model for the StackOverflow website would require a database table 
for each of the displayed entities – Questions, Answers, Tags and Users. Since users can 
comment on Questions and Answers alike, we need at least one more table for storing them 
as well. Now think about the amount of work required to generate a single page – the home 
page or a question page. How many queries and joins are involved? 

As this example shows, modern applications usually deal with complex object graphs 
which are not easy to store in a relational model, and require quite a bit of work to get them 
in and out of a relational storage. This is commonly referred to as the Object/Relational 
impedance mismatch, and is one thing that makes relational databases not a good fit for 
many modern applications. 

In an effort to ease the mismatch, software tools like NHibernate and Entity Framework 
were created, referred to as Object/Relational Mappers. But in the process of simplifying, 
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they hide even bigger problems under the rug – like the infamous SELECT N+1 problem. Ted 
Neward has put it beautifully: 

ORM is the Vietnam of Computer Science. It represents a quagmire which starts well, 
gets more complicated as time passes, and before long entraps its users in a commitment 
that has no clear demarcation point, no clear win conditions, and no clear exit strategy. 

Not only RDBMSes require you to spend a lot of time in conforming to database concerns 
instead of putting all that time into building software that solves business problems, they are 
also very limited in handling large scales of data, and this really was the straw that broke the 
camel’s back. 

Throwing more hardware on your single DB server to accommodate more data, also 
known as scaling up, has its limits – from both the perspective of available hardware and the 
amount of traffic it can handle. It is when you have too much data for one machine and are 
spreading it across multiple nodes that things get real complicated. 

Any system that is spread across more than one machine – also known as a “distributed 
system” – is going to experience network issues or have nodes failing every now and then. A 
mathematically proven theorem called the CAP Theorem states that in those scenarios where 
Partition Tolerance is desired, only one of Consistency or Availability can be guaranteed 
across the system. You get to choose whether you want the data in your nodes to be 
consistent across all nodes all the time, or to guarantee availability so no request is ever left 
hanging. 

In order to maintain relations, primary keys, foreign keys and the whole relational story, 
a relational database system must be consistent at all times. Since most distributed 
environments would want to have both high-availability and partition tolerance, you are left 
with no option but to relax the consistency requirement – which means stop being relational. 

SQL databases were designed to work as a single node system and never in a cluster of 
more than one system. While you can certainly continue working with relational databases 
spread across multiple nodes, it becomes quite inconvenient. You are no longer treating all 
nodes as one database, but rather each node holds one piece of the data. This setup is called 
sharding, and most benefits of the relational model aren’t available to you. For example, 
cross-node joins are not supported. This is the where non-relational databases become 
popular. 

1.1.2 NoSQL 
“NoSQL” – Not-SQL or Not-only-SQL – is a nickname for a family of non-relational databases. 
Different NoSQL solutions have different design decisions, usually around the CAP theorem 
we just mentioned. Most NoSQL databases relax the requirement for consistency to get 
guarantee for both high-availability and partition tolerance, and almost all of them don’t 
require you to define a schema upfront. 

There are many NoSQL databases available today and many of them are listed at 
http://nosql-database.org/. Their schema-less nature and ability to scale much easier than 
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relational databases is what makes them very popular. Interestingly enough, the majority of 
them are also open-source. 

Although there are many NoSQL databases, they can be roughly categorized under three 
categories: graph databases, key/value stores and document databases. 

GRAPH DATABASES 
Graph databases like Neo4j persist graphs – nodes and arcs – and provide a rich set of 
functionalities around querying on them. In graph databases the relationships between 
records are as important as the records themselves, and as such querying usually involve 
those as well. 

Graph databases are very useful for things like social networks, recommendation engines 
and many optimization algorithms. Every type of connected data that can be thought of in 
terms of graphs can be naturally fitted within a graph database. 

KEY/VALUE STORES 
A Key/Value store is a very efficient database engine for storing arbitrary data under a 
unique key. Since only one piece of data can be stored under one key, it is very easy to scale 
out with as it is very easy to decide on a simple rule which will determine which node should 
have which key and the other way around. It is essentially a hashmap which is persisted to 
disk and is scalable to multiple nodes in a cluster of computers. 

A database of this type has no knowledge whatsoever about the data that was put to it. It 
can be a number, a complex document or a binary blob. The database doesn’t know nor 
care. 

With a standard key/value store the only way to get data out of it is by its ID. You can’t 
really search for data in any other way, as the key/value store engine doesn’t have any 
knowledge about it. More sophisticated key/value stores allow having additional metadata for 
values. 

Other key/value stores do assume something about the value stored in them. For 
example, Column-Family databases like Apache Cassandra and Amazon SimpleDB are a 
variation of a key/value store where the value is known to be a list of rows. 

DOCUMENT DATABASES 
Document databases are an evolved version of a key/value store. At its core a document 
database is a standard key/value store, but the data that goes into store has to be a 
“document”, that is – of a specific format the database is familiar with. Documents are 
usually represented in a string, human-readable form, and can contain hierarchical structure. 

The reason for this requirement is fundamental to the most important feature of 
document databases – their ability to perform additional processing on the data stored to 
them, and by that allow documents to also be searchable on their data, and not only their 
ID. 

RavenDB is a Document Database, and has some unique design decisions of its own.  
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1.2 Introducing RavenDB 
RavenDB is a Document Database, made for persisting and retrieving of documents. Like 
with all document-oriented databases, Documents are identified by a unique key, and can be 
searched on their attributes as well. 

In this section we are going to look at the benefits of RavenDB and basic concepts 
required for working with it. In the end of this section there will be a quick LINQ primer for 
those who don’t feel comfortable enough with LINQ yet. 

The most important bit of all to remember is RavenDB is not a silver bullet. Its origins are 
from the understanding that one size does not fit all, as many developers thought relational 
databases to be. RavenDB will shine when used as a document database, using the right 
concepts and methodologies; but it can do a pretty bad job when used for things it wasn’t 
meant to do – for example when trying to enforce relational methodologies on it. 

1.2.1 Benefits of RavenDB 
What makes RavenDB so attractive is several design decisions that were made early on in 
the development process. The result of those design decisions is RavenDB’s unique way of 
working, and it’s those design decisions that RavenDB prides itself on in being a 2nd 
generation document database. 

Apart from being extensible all around and very easy to scale out also in complex 
systems, the following are the important benefits you will notice rather quickly when starting 
to work with RavenDB: 

NO SCHEMA 
One important benefit of RavenDB being a database that works with documents is that it has 
no schema to maintain, resulting in faster and easier development, and software that is 
easier to maintain. 

Being schema-free also means reads are a lot faster than relational databases, as usually 
most read operations will concentrate around one document. Reading one document is 
tremendously faster than doing a relational join over two or more tables. We will 
demonstrate this when we discuss document-oriented modeling in chapter 5. 

READS ARE ALWAYS FAST 
Most modern applications deal with a lot of data or a lot of users, or both, but are usually 
read-heavy. It is less common to find a website that deals with more writes to its database 
than it needs to server reads – the ratio between reads and writes is usually hundreds of 
reads per write, if not more than that. 

This fact is in the heart of several design decisions behind RavenDB which promises reads 
will always be fast. When you need data, you want to have it fast and to never have to wait 
for it. For this end RavenDB has several caching mechanisms built in, and also what guided 
the design of its indexing process, as we will see in Chapter 3. 
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AUTO-TUNING 
The database itself knows best about usage patterns of the applications talking to it, and 
RavenDB makes use of this to self-optimize and to minimize the administration operations 
required in normal operation. 

Among other things RavenDB creates and manages indexes automatically and performs 
operations in bulks with varying bulk sizes depending on usage. All of this in order to make 
the database more responsive and to require considerably less maintenance. 

DIFFERENT DEPLOYMENT STORIES 
RavenDB has different deployment stories. The most common usage is to run it in a 
client/server architecture, where the RavenDB server is listening on the network and 
responds to incoming requests from one or more clients. It can also be embedded in any 
.NET application, making it usable also on disconnected or occasionally-connected devices. 

RavenDB can also be used from everything. The RavenDB server exposes a REST API 
over HTTP, which means you can do pretty much everything with it using a browser, or tools 
for generating HTTP requests like Fiddler. This makes RavenDB accessible for practically 
every language on every environment. 

For .NET developers, RavenDB ships with a well thought out .NET Client API which hides a 
lot of complexity, and makes working with RavenDB from any .NET application a breeze. 

SAFE BY DEFAULT 
RavenDB prides itself in being Safe-by-Default, meaning while keeping your data safe, it also 
protects from misuse. Seeing how easy it was to misuse relational databases and ORMs, 
mechanisms to prevent similar cases of misuse were put in place for RavenDB. 

There are several important Safe-by-default features to note and remember: 

 Your data is always safe – RavenDB is fully transactional, and once you get a 
confirmation your data has been put in the database, it is there to stay. You are 
guaranteed no power outage or network failure will cause data loss. This also holds 
true for distributed environments, as we will see in later chapters when we discuss 
database replication. 

 Limiting database calls - Being too chatty with the server is dangerous. Many 
applications died due to SELECT N+1 issues, where you asked the database a set of 
rows of data, and then another row or more for each of the rows in the resultset. In 
essence this made one simple looking query a very expensive one to perform. The 
RavenDB client API will perform auto-batching automatically where possible, and 
throw an exception if you made too many calls to the RavenDB server. By default the 
amount of allowed calls is 30 per session. 

 Protecting against unbounded results-set – by default any query to RavenDB will 
only return the top 128 results, and the server will actively refuse sending more than 
1024 results even when asked to. Sending back unbounded results-set and processing 
them is another application killer, and RavenDB actively fights against that. If you 
need more than the default amount of results provided, you should page through the 
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results. Never again do a “SELECT *” type of query.  

These safe-guards against session abuse and database misuse are extremely helpful in 
making sure any RavenDB-backed application is built right from the ground up. You may find 
it too opinionated and bothersome at times, but in time you will see how they force you to 
write better code and approach problems with better solutions. 

1.2.2 Basic concepts 
Before we start working with RavenDB, there are several key concepts we need to grasp.  
The first concept we are going to look at is a Document – what it is, what it looks like and 
how it’s being used from the .NET Client API. Then we are going to explore how we refer to 
groups of similar documents, and how automatic key generation works for documents. 

A DOCUMENT 
Being a Document-Database, RavenDB deals with Documents. A Document in RavenDB is 
basically any data serialized as a JSON formatted string, and is the most basic piece of data 
RavenDB recognizes and can work on. 

In case you are not yet familiar with it, JSON - short hand for JavaScript Object Notation 
– is just a convenient way for representing data in a human-readable string. It is pretty 
much like XML, but without all the noise of tags and attributes. We are going to see an 
example of a JSON document in just a second. 

Using the .NET Client API, any class in your application can be serialized into JSON and 
stored as a RavenDB document. Let’s take the class in figure 1.2 for example, and let’s 
assume we created an instance of this class with some data. Once saved to RavenDB using 
the .NET Client API, it will look like what’s shown in the right side of the figure: 
 

.NET Class 
    public class Book 
    { 
        public string Title { get; set; } 
        public string Author { get; set; } 
        public double Price { get; set; } 
        public int YearPublished { get; set; } 
        public bool InStock { get; set; } 
    } 
 

JSON representation 
{ 
    "Title": "Some book", 
    "Author": "John Doe", 
    "Price": 25.99, 
    "YearPublished": 2012, 
    "InStock": true 
} 

 

Figure 1.2: A .NET class and a JSON representation of an object of this class. This JSON document is 
exactly how a class of this object would look like once stored into RavenDB. 

Any .NET class – often referred to as a Plain Old Clr Object (POCO) – can be serialized 
into JSON and stored into RavenDB. The .NET Client API does that for you, as we will see in 
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the next section. The class was serialized as-is without any help from our side – no special 
attributes are required, nor a schema definition of some sort. 

Any type of data is supported – ranging from native types such as strings and numeric 
types, to dates and objects of other classes. And more importantly, unlike what you may be 
used to from previous experience you had with OR/Ms, nothing happens beyond the 
serialization to JSON. The complete object graph is saved into RavenDB as one JSON 
document. 

Each document has a unique identifier, so it can be uniquely identified and pulled from 
the store. 

A COLLECTION 
Since documents in RavenDB are not grouped in any way – they are all stored in the same 
storage space with nothing really to tell them apart, there needs to be some way of grouping 
similar documents together, and talking about groups of them. 

Think of it like going to a carpenter, and looking at all the wood products made there. 
Some will look like tables, some like chairs, and other like closets. Instead of speaking of 
“wood products”, you’d be interested in speaking about all chairs, all tables or all closets. 
Since they look differently, the distinction is easily done, even if all tables look completely 
different from one another. 

This is exactly the case with documents in RavenDB. Documents holding user data are 
different from documents holding product information, and we want to talk about groups of 
them, or Collections of documents. 

To that end, RavenDB allows for a document to be stamped with a string value that will 
be an evidence of its type. We would usually prefer that value to be as descriptive as 
possible, like “Users” and “Products”. 

When using the .NET Client API this is done automatically for you. When saving an object 
to RavenDB, the type stamp which will be saved along with the document is inferred from 
the object class name. The convention is to use the plural form of the class name, so a User 
object will be serialized into a JSON document and then stamped with the “users” entity 
type, and a Product object will have a “products” type stamp on it. 

This in turn helps RavenDB to decide what Collections are in the database – by looking up 
all the unique type stamps in the database. A Collection in RavenDB is just a way to talk 
about all documents that share the same type stamp, just like you’d refer to wood products 
looking like chairs as “chairs”. The “Products” collection for instance is essentially just a 
request from the database to show all the documents with “products” type stamp. The 
number of Collections in a RavenDB instance is equal to the number of unique values of 
those type stamps. 

It is important to remember a Collection in RavenDB is just a logical way of talking about 
all documents that share the same type. It is a completely virtual concept, and completely 
different from a SQL Table. 
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UNIQUE IDENTIFIERS 
In its heart RavenDB is just a key/value store that handles documents. A document is stored 
with a unique key to identify it, which is also being used to pull it back from storage later. In 
RavenDB those keys, also called Document IDs, are simple strings. Any string can be used as 
a document key, and that string is unique across all documents in the system, no matter 
what Collection they are part of (remember: a Collection is purely a logical concept!). 

This also means, and this bit is important, that whenever you store a new document 
using a key which already points to a document, that document will get overridden with the 
new document you are storing. Think of it like a path to a file – if you save a new file to an 
existing path, the previous file will be overridden by the new file. 

RavenDB uses a default convention for document IDs, where the collection name is 
leading and following it is a unique value for the document within that collection, as shown in 
figure 1.3: 

 
Figure 1.3: The RavenDB default convention for Document IDs  

Using this convention, writing a document with ID “users/1” will override the document 
from the “Users” collection, and writing a document with ID “products/1” will override the 
document from the “Products” collection. Writing a document with an ID of just “1”, will 
create a new document with a string ID value of “1” – or overwrite it if it existed before. 

With this convention, document IDs are human-readable and also ensure no documents 
are overwritten within the same Collection, or in the general datastore. However, this is 
merely a convention, and obviously you could use whatever string you want as an ID for 
your document. 

RavenDB relieves you from the duty of keeping track of unique IDs within the same 
collection. By using the .NET Client API, whenever you ask to store a new object, RavenDB 
will assign it a unique ID by generating the prefix and will negotiate a unique untaken integer 
ID within that collection. This is done efficiently by using a variation of the HiLo algorithm, 
which you can read more about by googling if you want. 
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As a general rule, you should let RavenDB manage IDs for you, as it is done pretty 
efficiently and the default convention is very helpful also with document-oriented modeling, 
which we will learn more about later in the book. You can always change the defaults or 
assign IDs on your own, though, just make sure not to overwrite documents accidently. 

1.2.3 Linq 
RavenDB uses Linq extensively, therefore this book relies on you being comfortable using 
Linq as well. For your convenience, here is a quick primer to Linq. By no means a complete 
or a thorough guide, just something to get you started if you are new to this wonderful query 
language. If you need a refresher a good resource is the book “Linq in Action” by Manning or 
“101 LINQ Samples” at http://code.msdn.microsoft.com/101-LINQ-Samples-3fb9811b. If 
you already have used Linq a few times, you can safely skip this. 

What is LINQ? LINQ is essentially a collection of extension methods that act on lists, 
where a list is any .NET data structure implementing the IEnumerable interface. These 
methods filter lists, sort lists, and in many other ways help manipulate the individual items in 
a list. 

For example, if we had a List of strings and wanted to only keep elements longer than 5 
characters, we could do it with the following simple Linq statement: 

 
List<String> list = new { “foo”, “bar”, “test”, “long string” }; 
var result = list.Where(x => x.Length > 5).ToList(); 

 
And this would leave us with only one item (“long string”) in the result list. 
 
Since Linq is just a set of extension methods, any list can be “LINQed”. Furthermore, the 

extension methods can be overloaded to work not only on local collections such as lists and 
arrays, but they can also act on an endless number of more conceptual collections. So 
anyone can create a LINQ provider and allow developers to interact with their collections 
through this common set of methods. This is exactly what the RavenDB client API does – it 
implements the extension methods in a way that make querying RavenDB using LINQ 
possible. 

While LINQ is just a set of extension methods for IEnumerable, there is also the LINQ 
query syntax, which is just a syntactic sugar on top of the basic LINQ, which is also known 
as the Method Syntax. If you’ve worked with SQL before, that syntax might feel a little 
familiar. But everything you write in LINQ can either be written using this LINQ query syntax 
or it can be written using extension methods. The two syntaxes are completely identical – in 
the end it all boils down to your personal preferences. 

These are equivalent statements that filter a list of states for the ones that start with the 
letter ‘a’: 

 
LINQ Query Syntax: 
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var statesThatStartWithA = from s in States where s.Name.StartsWith('a'); 
 

LINQ Extension Method Syntax: 
 
var statesThatStartWithA = States.Where(s => s.Name.StartsWith('a')); 
 
This ends our quick Linq primer. If you feel you need more practice with Linq, check out 

the resources I pointed at the beginning of the primer. It is very important to be comfortable 
with Linq before starting to work with RavenDB. 

 
Starting with the next section we will dive right in into working with RavenDB. After a 

quick installation and a tour of the server package we will start with the real action by writing 
some code to talk to the RavenDB server from a simple .NET console application. 

1.3 Installing RavenDB 
So far we have seen some theory on NoSQL in general, and dived into specific bits on 
Document Databases and RavenDB. We came to know basic concepts in RavenDB, and now 
we are ready to get a first taste of what it is like to build an actual application with RavenDB. 

In this section we will get to know the building blocks every RavenDB-based application 
has, and how to make use of them. By the end of this chapter you should feel comfortable 
enough with the basics, and in the next chapter we will build a full web-application from the 
ground up, demonstrating this knowledge and learning new things along the way. 

To start working with RavenDB, you first need to download it. A build package can be 
obtained from the RavenDB website at http://ravendb.net/download. While for the samples 
in this book we used version 2XXX, any version from the 2.5 line of RavenDB will work just 
the same. 

In most books this is where they tell you to flip to an appendix where the rigorous 
installation process is explained, so the flow of reading isn’t disturbed. Since in RavenDB 
there is hardly any setup work involved, we are going to leave this part here. 

1.3.1 Running the server 
After the download is finished, you will have a zip file of the RavenDB distribution, as shown 
in figure 1.4 below. The distribution package contains the server binaries, various clients (the 
standard .NET 4 client, the Embedded client version and a client for Silverlight) and also 
binaries for various bundles and tools. 

To start, copy the /Server folder from the zip file you downloaded into some folder on 
your hard drive: 
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Figure 1.4: The RavenDB distribution package 

Once you have done that, run Raven.Server.exe. This will start the RavenDB server in a 
debug console mode. The console will initially show basic information on the environment it 
runs in as show in figure 1.5, and as new requests come in it will log them to the window: 
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Figure 1.5: The RavenDB server running in debug console mode 

This is all you have to do to have RavenDB up and running – there are no installations or 
pre-configurations required. The RavenDB server is now listening on HTTP port 8080, as 
indicated by the 4th and 5th lines in the console window. The actual port you see may vary, 
depending on the other applications that you have running locally. 

As expected, if you shut the server down and bring it up later, all data will be persisted 
and will not go away. This is why we have databases for, after all. 

However, during development or learning you might want to be able to wipe your 
database clean in an instant. Fortunately for us, RavenDB allows you to run it in-memory, 
meaning the data storage becomes temporary and gets erased whenever you restart the 
server, or type in “reset” in the console. 

To do this, you need to tell RavenDB to run in-memory. This can be easily done by 
passing a /ram parameter to RavenDB.Server.exe. When run this way, RavenDB will report it 
holds the data in-memory instead of on disk: 

 
Figure 1.6: Running “Raven.Server.exe /ram” will make the RavenDB server run entirely in memory, 
without persisting anything to disk. 
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This is a very handy feature, and I strongly encourage you to make use of it as much as 
possible during your learning experience with RavenDB. You may find it so useful, that you 
will continue using it even later, for quickly prototyping real-world RavenDB applications. 

1.3.2 The Management Studio 
To easily view and manage the documents, collections and indexes in a RavenDB instance, 
you can access the RavenDB Management Studio bundled with the server. The Management 
Studio is a Silverlight application served by the RavenDB server instance when accessed 
using a browser. Let’s take a short tour. 

To start, hit the URL RavenDB is listening on using your favorite browser – it’s the URL 
which appears in the debug console, and usually is http://localhost:8080/ . You’ll be served 
with the Management Studio, which is an in-browser Silverlight application. If you don’t have 
Silverlight installed, you will get asked to install it. 

We now have a RavenDB server running locally and have an easy way to manage it, but 
it is completely blank and contains no databases at all. The first thing we need to do then is 
to create a new database – as demonstrated in figure 1.7. Note you have to be an 
administrator on the machine, and you might be asked to provide credentials. 

 
Figure 1.7: Creating a new database on a RavenDB server through the Management Studio 
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Double-clicking the database icon will allow us to browse the data in it, but since it was 
just created it is empty and there’s nothing to see. If you go to “Tasks” -> “Create Sample 
Data” and click the “Create Sample Data” button, RavenDB will generate some sample data 
for you, RavenDB’s take on the Northwind sample database. We will do that now in order to 
give you a short tour of the database through the glasses of the Management Studio. 

Figure 1.8 shows the Documents tab, which displays all the documents in the system. 
Note how documents from different collections are colored differently, and how the document 
itself holds data in JSON format, in a schema-less way: 

 
Figure 1.8: The Documents tab in RavenDB’s Management Studio, showing all documents in the system. 

Double-clicking on any of the documents will open it for editing, like shown in in Figure 
1.9. Notice how the document ID is following the RavenDB convention for document IDs, and 
the schema-less nature of the document which contains complex objects and arrays of 
objects: 
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Figure 1.9: Editing a document through the RavenDB Management Studio 

The Collections tab will show all documents in the system, browsable by their Collection 
name. In our case you can see all documents in the database are grouped into 8 Collections, 
among them are Orders and Products, and by clicking on a Collection name you can view all 
the documents which are under it, as demonstrated in figure 1.10: 
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Figure 1.10: The Collections tab in the RavenDB Management Studio shows all the collections in the 
current database. Clicking on a Collection will display the documents which belong to it. 

The other tabs are for managing indexes, logs and other advanced operations like 
Patching and administrative tasks. We are going to look at them in depth later in the book. 

1.3.3 Adding RavenDB to your project 
All throughout this book we will use RavenDB in a client / server architecture, meaning we 
will have a server instance running and the applications we write will use a RavenDB client to 
connect to the server and perform operations against it. When creating a new Visual Studio 
project of any type, you will need to add the RavenDB client to it in order to talk to any 
RavenDB server. 

The easiest way to add RavenDB to a project is by installing it from the NuGet gallery, 
the popular package manager for .NET. If you are not familiar with NuGet or don’t have it 
installed, the easiest way to get started is by visiting their website: http://nuget.org/ . 

To add the RavenDB client to your project using NuGet, search for the RavenDB.Client 
package, or type Install-Package RavenDB.Client in the Package Manager Console. 

You can also reference the Client assemblies from the distribution package you 
downloaded earlier in the chapter – just copy the /Client folder to your project and reference 
all the DLLs in it from your project. 

It is important to know there are several modes the RavenDB server can run in, as well 
as other ways to connect to it, and we will review them later in the book. For now we will use 
the standard RavenDB client to connect to the RavenDB server we have running locally in the 
debug console mode. 
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1.4 Starting to work with RavenDB 
After the initial setup is done, you are now ready to start writing your first RavenDB-backed 
application. Before we start writing a full example application, let’s first get familiar with the 
basic building blocks required by any RavenDB-backed application. 

Any type of .NET application can use RavenDB as its backend store – ranging from 
websites, desktop applications – WPF and WinForms, and also thin clients using Silverlight or 
MonoTouch (TODO: this is upcoming). In fact, .NET and non-.NET applications alike can use 
RavenDB using the server’s REST API by issuing simple HTTP instructions. However, as 
stated earlier, this book only handles the .NET Client API as it provides much better 
experience and hides a lot of technicalities. 

To establish a connection with the RavenDB server from a .NET client, create a 
DocumentStore object and pass it the URL of the server or a name of a connection string. 
Using this DocumentStore object we can create sessions, which allow us to work with objects 
directly against the store. In this section we will walk through this process. 

You can follow the samples in this section by simply creating a simple Console 
Application, typing the code in as we go. Don’t forget to add references to the RavenDB 
client assemblies, and to have a RavenDB server instance running! 

1.4.1 Instantiating a DocumentStore 
Communication between client and server in RavenDB is done over HTTP. The 
DocumentStore object is responsible for handling the entire communication, as well as 
providing additional services like caching. Under the hood, that’s the pipeline between your 
application and the database server. 

Instantiating a DocumentStore on your client is quite simple – we are going to initialize a 
DocumentStore that is configured to talk to our local RavenDB server we ran as a console, 
and use the RavenDB_In_Action database we created earlier: 

 
var docStore = new DocumentStore 
        { 
          Url = "http://localhost:8080", #A 
          DefaultDatabase = "RavenDB_In_Action", #B 
        }; 
docStore.Initialize(); #C 

 
#A The URL the server is listening on. 
#B The database to use on the server 
#C Don’t forget to initialize the DocStore instance! 

 
Now that we have a DocumentStore instance initialized, we can use it to create 

DocumentSession objects, which we will simply call sessions. Sessions are our main working 
horse for most client operations. 

Instantiating a DocumentStore is not a cheap operation, and therefore an application 
should have only one DocumentStore object instantiated, and reuse it for creating sessions. 
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It is thread-safe, so multiple threads can access it to open new sessions. Therefore, the 
Singleton Pattern definitely applies here: the general practice  is to have a single global 
instance of the DocumentStore object, which is accessed from every interested part in the 
application. 

1.4.2 The DocumentSession 
After initializing a DocumentStore object, the connection between your application and the 
RavenDB server is established. We now want to start talking with the server and perform 
read or write operations against it. While the DocumentStore is the communication pipe, a 
session object is the work context in which the developer – you – will be using to perform 
most operations against RavenDB. There are only a few things you will need to access the 
DocumentStore directly for, and we are going to visit them later in the book. 

A session object is very cheap to create, and very easy to use. To create a session, you 
simply call DocumentStore.OpenSession(). Also make sure to dispose of it when done (in the 
example here, the using will do that for you): 

 
using (var session = docStore.OpenSession()) 
   { 
        // Do work with the session here 
   } 

 
The Session object is responsible for performing serialization and deserialization of 

objects, maintaining transactions and tracking changes made to loaded objects. Perhaps the 
most beautiful thing about the session object is how simple it is to use.  Figure x.x shows  
the options it offers: 

 
Figure 1.11: The methods available from the session object – to store new objects to the database or 
query it for existing ones. 
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As can be seen in the figure, all common operations are easily accessible, and as we are 
about to see – are also very easy to use. We are going to look at each of those more closely 
now, as we start putting data in RavenDB and then pulling it out in various ways. 

1.4.3 Storing a new document 
As we mentioned before, any .NET object can be a document in RavenDB. The only thing 
that needs to happen for an object to become a document is serialization – to transform it 
from an object to a string representation in JSON format. The session object handles all this 
seamlessly for you, and all you need to do is pass the object you wish to persist to the 
Store() method of your session object, and commit it by calling SaveChanges(): 

 
using (var session = docStore.OpenSession()) 
{ 

session.Store(new Book 
{ 

Title = "Harry Potter", 
Author = "J.K. Rowling", 
Price = 32.99, 
YearPublished = 2001, 

}); 
                 

session.SaveChanges(); 
} 
 

This is all that is required to add a new document to a RavenDB server – assuming 
docStore was initialized previously, obviously. 

Looking at the Management Studio we can verify the document has been added. Figure 
1.12 shows the Collections screen in the Management Studio after adding the new document. 
You can see how a new Collection was added, and when clicking on it the new document will 
be shown at the lower pane. 
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Figure 1.12: The Collections screen in the Management Studio after storing a first Book object to our 
database. 

The call to Store() performs serialization, and also assigns the newly created document 
an ID. That document ID is guaranteed to be unique no matter how many sessions were 
opened and how many clients are connected to the server. The generated ID is in-line with 
the RavenDB convention we discussed before. In our example, the Book object was 
serialized to a document and got the books/1 unique ID – books is the plural form of the 
class name, and 1 being the next integer that was available for that collection. 

One other thing to note in the code snippet above is the call to session.SaveChanges() we 
had after the call to Store(). Without calling SaveChanges() the operation wouldn’t go 
through. Opening a session and performing operations on it won’t commit anything to the 
database, as everything happens in-memory in the session object itself. Until you call 
SaveChanges() all you are doing is building a transaction, and only by calling SaveChanges() 
when you are done you tell RavenDB to commit it by sending it as commands to the server. 
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1.4.4 Loading and editing a document 
Loading a document is done by ID, when we want to get a specific document we know the ID 
for. Let’s load the document we just saved. As always, we start by opening a session, and 
then call Load() – passing in the string ID we know our document has: 

 
using (var session = docStore.OpenSession()) 
{ 

var book = session.Load<Book>("books/1"); 
Console.WriteLine(book.Title); 

} 
 

The output to the console is going to be “Harry Potter” – the title of the book we saved 
moments ago. Deserialization from a JSON document to an object is also done seamlessly. 

RavenDB also supports value types in the call to Load, instead of passing the actual string 
ID you can pass it the unique identifier within the collection itself, and it will build the full 
string ID on its own, using the convention: 

 
using (var session = docStore.OpenSession()) 
{ 

var book = session.Load<Book>(1); 
Console.WriteLine(book.Title); 

} 
 
And here comes something cool. The session object implements the Unit-of-Work pattern, 

so once we load a document through it the session will be set to track changes for that 
object. Any object that is loaded from the database using the session object is being tracked 
for changes until the moment the session is disposed of (in this case – the end of the 
using(){} block). 

Just like with storing new objects, changes are not going to be persisted until you call 
SaveChanges() on the session. Let’s change the price for the book we just loaded, and save 
those changes back to the database: 

 
using (var session = docStore.OpenSession()) 
{ 

var book = session.Load<Book>("books/1"); 
book.Price = 10.99; #A 
session.SaveChanges(); #B 

} 
#A - price was now updated in-memory, and not in the database 
#B - only now the price change was saved to the database 
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1.4.5 Deleting documents 
Surprisingly or not, deleting a document is just as simple as all the other operations we’ve 
seen so far. If we have the object loaded via a session object, we can just call a Delete on it, 
and don’t forget to call SaveChanges() afterwards: 

 
using (var session = docStore.OpenSession()) 
{ 

var book = session.Load<Book>("books/1"); 
session.Delete(book); 
session.SaveChanges(); 

} 
#A – Marks the document to be deleted. This is done completely in-memory on the client side, 
without anything taking effect on the server. 
#B – Performs the actual deletion by sending a command to the server. 

 
To delete a document in one go without loading it first, we can use the Defer command 

available from the Advanced session operations: 
 

using (var session = docStore.OpenSession()) 
{ 

var book = session.Load<Book>("books/1"); 
session.Advanced.Defer(new DeleteCommandData { Key = "posts/1234" 

}); 
session.SaveChanges(); #A 

} 
#A – performs the actual deletion 

 
With both approaches deleting the document is fully transactional. If there are other 

operations participating in the transaction and one of them fails, the deletion will not happen. 

1.4.6 Querying using Linq 
The most interesting feature of a database is probably its querying abilities, and RavenDB 
will not disappoint you here. By using Linq as its querying language in the Client API, 
RavenDB gets slick and powerful querying abilities. Almost the entire Linq grammar is 
available, making strongly-typed queries very easy to write and read, yet keeping them very 
powerful. 

 
using (var session = docStore.OpenSession()) 
{ 
var allBooks = session.Query<Book>().ToList(); #B 
 
var jkRowlingBooks = session.Query<Book>() 
.Where(x => x.Author.Equals("J.K. Rowling")) 
.ToList(); 
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var cheapBooks = session.Query<Book>() 
.Where(x => x.Price < 10) 
.ToList(); #A 
} 

 
#A Important: without starting to iterate through the results, or calling ToList() or ToArray() on the 
query, the query will not get executed. Sometimes we tend to forget LINQ’s deferred query 
execution. 
#B Being Safe By Default, RavenDB will actively limit the amount of results to 128 by default, so this 
will never provide more than 128 results, even if there are dozen times that amount of results 
satisfying the query. If you need more than 128 results, you should use Paging, which we discuss in 
the next chapter. 

 
Similarly to loading documents by ID, query results will also get tracked for changes by 

the session objects. Just like we seen there, changes are going to be discarded unless 
SaveChanges is called, in which case all uncommitted changes to all tracked objects are 
going to be committed in the RavenDB server. 

There is one type of query that is not supported. By design queries that perform 
computations are not allowed, as it contradicts RavenDB’s view of “reads should be fast”. 
While aggregation operations like max / min, group-by and join are not supported in queries, 
we are going to learn how they can be performed later in the book, when we will discuss 
indexes. 

Congratulations – you now have all the building blocks you will need to continue with the 
next chapter, where we will build an actual web application using RavenDB as its storage. In 
the chapters that follow we will learn more about the internals of RavenDB and what’s going 
on under the hood. This knowledge is important in order to build applications that take 
advantage of all of RavenDB’s nice features. 

1.5 Summary 
Databases are a crucial part of almost every software. It is needed in most projects, and it 
needs to be very reliable. In modern days – the BigData era – it also has to be able to deal 
with a lot of data, and scale out easily. RavenDB was started with all that in mind, but it also 
set out on a journey to make sure developers’ life are made easier even though RavenDB’s 
task is pretty heavy. 

We started this chapter by looking at the various problems in the world of data 
persistence. We explained where relational databases came from, and how the assumptions 
behind them become less and less relevant today. We then saw how various NoSQL-type 
databases offer data persistence solutions which fit better to requirements of modern-days 
software projects. 

RavenDB is such a NoSQL database, more specifically a Document Database – one that 
deals with documents. By providing a very easy to use and intuitive Client API for .NET 
developers, the hope is more efficient applications can be built more quickly and easily, and 
the scale of data will become a no-issue. 
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Once you’ve referenced the RavenDB client assemblies from your application, and you 
have a server instance running, all that is left for you to do is instantiate a communication 
pipeline – the DocumentStore, which is also your session factory. 

Since all operations made within the context of a session are transactional, it is important 
to remember to call SaveChanges(), which will commit the transaction. Without doing so, all 
operations which were made in memory, will be completely discarded. 

ASSUMPTIONS 
We are going to assume the following in these first few chapters because it is easier to start 
learning RavenDB with those simplifying assumptions in mind. 

1. No references between documents: A document is self-contained. One document 
means one .NET object, (a POCO). There are never relations between documents, and 
no references are made between documents. 

2. Querying just works: RavenDB uses some sort of black magic to be able to satisfy 
any type of query you throw at it, and do it fast. 

3. RavenDB is ACID: Once you put data in RavenDB you can immediately get it back. 

As a matter of fact, none of those assumptions is completely true, but during your first 
steps with RavenDB it is perfectly safe to assume they are. We are going to revisit and untie 
each of them when the time to do so comes. 

IMPORTANT LINKS 

RavenDB Homepage – with documentation and downloads: http://ravendb.net 

RavenDB’s Mailing list: http://groups.google.com/group/ravendb 

Source code: http://github.com/ravendb/ravendb 
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